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By L. Rowland M.

Penguin Group USA, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. As a member of a mountain search and
rescue team, Gracie Kinkaid routinely volunteers to put her life on the line. But it's at her new day
job at a residential camp in the mountains of southern California where she finds her life is really in
danger . . . As a volunteer for Timber Creek Search and Rescue, Gracie responds to a call out for a
car that's gone over the side of a treacherous mountain road. The crash, which Gracie quickly
suspects is no accident, proves to be one in an escalating and deadly series of events that lead her
right back to Camp Ponderosa, a church-owned camp where she works as Program Director. As
Gracie probes more deeply into the dark secrets at the camp, she unearths a hidden world of illegal
activities, including murder?and finds herself going head-to-head with desperate perpetrators who
will do anything to silence her forever.Praise for Zero-Degree Murder: A Search and Rescue Mystery
'With her spunky female leading the way, Rowland dishes out generous portions of adrenaline rush .
. . [Her] adventure writing has real flair.' Library Journal. Paperback.
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A top quality pdf and also the font applied was fascinating to learn. it was actually writtern extremely properly and valuable. I discovered this publication
from my i and dad recommended this publication to find out.
-- Ja n Schowa lter-- Ja n Schowa lter

This book is indeed gripping and interesting. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period. Its been written in an extremely easy way and is particularly
merely soon after i finished reading this book through which in fact changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Aisha  Lem ke-- Aisha  Lem ke
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